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Needs Assessment

• A good laugh

• Learn a medical secret

• Learn about powers and skills you 
have that you didn’t know about



• Share my story

• Share my insights

• Give you a different perspective 
to see yourself
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Physician

LeaderEducator
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Internal Medicine
(Pediatricians for Adults)



Internal Medicine
(Pediatricians for Adults)



Internal Medicine
(Pediatricians for Adults)



Physicians

• Extensive knowledge base

• Recognize patterns

• Select intervention based on 
evidence



Clinical Evaluation

• Comprehensive 
history

• Physical  exam

• Treatment

Lab & Imaging



The patient history

Always listen 

to the patient.  

They may be 

telling you the 

diagnosis. 

Sir William Osler                
(1848-1919)



Patient Care

Chart and “i-patient” Patient interaction & exam



The INTERVIEW is key

• INTER—between

• View—to look at, see

• To see between the lines

• To really come to know what (the patient) has 
experienced



“I love to tell the story”

• We are story-tellers

• We are more likely to be changed by hearing a 
story than by “data” (Made to Stick. Heath & 
Heath)

• “a sorrow shared is a sorrow halved” (Swedish 
proverb)

• Sometimes being heard, believed, and 
sympathized with is the key therapeutic



Patient Scenario

• 48 year old man

• “I have the flu”

• No fever

• “What do you mean by 
“flu”?

• “Weak, dizzy, really 
woozy when I stand;  
shaky all over”



Patient Scenario

• 48 year old man

• “I have the flu”

• No fever

• “What do you mean by 
“flu”?

• “Weak, dizzy, really 
woozy when I stand;  
shaky all over”

Physical and Lab showed 
no evidence of infection

Blood count was very low

Bowel specimen showed 
blood (lots)

Severe anemia due to 
bleeding ulcer



Information versus direct 
inspection

Knowledge and information



Information versus direct 
inspection

Knowledge and information Check it out yourself



Importance of Clinical Examination



Importance of Clinical Examination

• See Me

• Feel Me

• Touch Me

• Heal Me
• The Who, “Tommy” 1969

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHTdrPL22-Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHTdrPL22-Y


Public and Private Sharing

• Public sharing of joys and 
triumphs

• Private sharing of weaknesses 
and pains



Schadenfreude

• “Happiness at another’s sorrow”

• The listener learns to appreciate/have 
gratitude for “normalcy”



Importance of Clinical Examination

Patient Scenario

• 45 year old woman

• Glucose (sugar) 256 mg/dl 
(very elevated)

• 234 lbs



Importance of Clinical Examination

Patient Scenario

• 45 year old woman

• Glucose (sugar) 256 mg/dl 
(very elevated)

• 234 lbs

Intervention

• Weight loss of 40-50 lbs
would cure condition

• Weight loss of even 10-20 lb
would improve condition

• Either is VERY difficult

• Relationship and trust are 
necessary for patients to 
undertake the work needed



It’s the humanware



Physician-Patient relationship is 
central

• People are not interchangeable parts

• People need to know and be known in order 
to trust (telling and hearing stories)

• Trust is necessary to undertake difficult 
changes



Change is Hard

People will not change because you tell them to

People will not change because the data is 
convincing

People will change when the change aligns with 
their priorities

People will change when we collaborate on 
addressing their barriers to change





Motivational Interviewing

What outcome or change 
is most important to you?

What barriers have you 
encountered trying to 
make the change?

What would be the first 
step?



Working WITH the Community, not 
ON the Community

Telling them what to do Working WITH community



Working WITH

NOT

• This is what you 
need to do



Working WITH

NOT

• This is what you 
need to do

ASK

“What do you need?”

“Tell me your story”

“How can I help?”
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Physician

LeaderEducator



Similar roles

Physician

• History & 
physical

• Treatment 
is a shared 
solution

Educator

• Needs 
assessment

• Help them 
discover 
how to 
solve 
problem

Leader

• Assess 
situation

• Help them 
discover 
how to 
solve 
problem



Similar roles

Physician

•Listen

•ASK

•Share 
stories

Educator

•Listen

•ASK

•Share  
stories

Leader

•Listen

•ASK

•Share  
stories



Hidden secret of healthcare



Hidden secret of healthcare

• Only 10% of 
health 
outcomes is 
linked to 
clinical 
healthcare









Relationship centered care

• Health behaviors have major impact

• Data doesn’t change behavior

• Connecting through stories

• Collaborating to identify valued changes

• Collaborating to identify and remove barriers



Relationship centered Leadership

• Behavior is key

• Data doesn’t change behavior

• Connecting through stories

• Collaborating to identify valued changes

• Collaborating to identify and remove barriers



Change is Hard

Do I have what it takes to 
lead into the unknown?



Lessons from Internship

Patient procedure Snow day



Lessons from Star Trek

You have everything you need
You have more power than 
you know



Learning objectives

Upon completing this session, the learner will be 
able to

Describe the role of listening in being a physician or 
leader

Identify the role of empowering patients (or those 
being led) in achieving change

See the role that engagement can play in addressing 
issues 

Realize that you already have what you need


